
The Sixers have jumped out to a 16-8 record this season, including an impressive 12-1 

home record. The Sixers have scored an average of 114.6, which is 7th in the NBA and they are 

riding a three-game win streak, winning seven of their last eight games. Joel Embiid leads all 

scorers averaging 27.5 points per game in addition to an average of 13.4 rebounds per game. 

Since the Jimmy Butler trade, the Sixers have only lost 2 games and the chemistry and team 

dynamic is awesome to watch unfold. While the focus may be on Ben Simmons, JJ Redick, 

Jimmy Butler, and Joel Embiid, let’s delve deeper into the 76ers bench. 

Landry Shamet is quickly becoming a major piece in the 76ers rotation. The rookie from 

Wichita State has found himself playing roughly 22 minutes a game averaging 8.2 points per 

game. Shamet enters the game ready to shoot and comes off the bench firing right away. He 

shoots 44.1% from the field and is shooting 39.6% from beyond the arc. He can be a major 

offensive catalyst and helps open the rest of the floor with his shooting range. He has 44 3-

pointers on the season and is a smart player who averages less than one turnover per game. 

Another key bench player was acquired this off season: Mike Muscala. 

Muscala spent time this season dawning a mask, but nothing could cover up his talent as 

an athlete. He has settled into a role playing 23.5 minutes per game and is scoring an average of 

8 points per game. He adds an all-around element to the team as he hauls in rebounds and plays 

well on defense. Muscala is shooting 37.4% from the field and has knocked down some clutch 3-

pointers, shooting 33.3% beyond the arc. The fans have embraced Muscala and it’s hard not to 

hear “Moose” being cheered when he enters the game and performs well. Need another shooter? 

How about Furkan Korkmaz? 

Korkmaz isn’t a player who gets much playing time (averages just 11.7 minutes per 

game), but his minutes have increased since the start of the season. He’s averaging 4.8 points per 

game and was drafted to be a knockdown shooter from anywhere on the floor. His shooting from 

3-point range is low (27.5%), but I still think he has time to develop and grows as a player. He 

has scored double digits back-to-back games and I think still has potential. Amir Johnson is a 

backup big who is helping provide 76ers with experience and depth. 

Johnson averages 10.3 minutes per game and 4.3 points per game. He isn’t needed to 

come in and put up major numbers; instead, his best asset is his expierence. Johnson has played 

for 14 seasons with 4 different teams and he can bring that leadership to the team. While playing 

with 4 different teams, under a multitude of coaches and with many different players, he can help 

impact the core of young players and help them develop and grow. This knowledge can’t be 

overlooked and is as valuable as points. Arguably the most influencial bench piece, T.J 

McConnell, is the glue that ties this team together. 

While McConnell has seen his minutes per game (15.5) and points per game (4.7) drop, 

McConnell has not given up. McConnell hasn’t played in every game this season and that still 

hasn’t deterred his spirit. He gels so well with every player, especially newly acquired Butler. He 

helps create chemistry with the team and brings the entire team to new heights. He’s a gritty 

player who dives on the floor and hustles all the time. He doesn’t back down and drives hard to 



the hole every time and refuses to stop. He’s the kind of player every team needs to have to excel 

and is invaluable to this franchise. 

The Sixers have a bright future ahead of them and are a move away from being the front 

runner in the Eastern Conference. The 76ers have the stars in the starting line up and have solid 

bench pieces to complement them. I think the 76ers best chance for success will be figuring out 

the Markelle Fultz situation. I believe they will find a suitable trade for him and deal him. The 

Sixers will also be looking forward to receiving rookie Zaire Smith back from injury, so he can 

jump in the lineup and make a splash. This team is on the rise and I can’t wait to see the heights 

they reach. 
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